Many computer trade journals and hobbyist magazines regularly include articles related to networking. Your next assignment is to write a report on some advance in computer networking described in the trade journals within the last year. The UNCA library has several of these magazines. Examples include *PC Magazine*, *digital review*, *Byte*, *MACWORLD*, *Dr. Dobb's Journal*. Other similar magazines can be found in the offices of the Computer Center or Department of Computer Science.

Part I of the assignment is due by Thursday, 21 November. Part I is a paragraph giving the networking advance you will discuss and references to one of more articles published in 1991 that describe your subject. I expect you'll need about five pages of source material for your review.

I'll review these paragraphs to see if they meet my approval. I plan to make sure that only one person is writing on the same set of articles. If two people choose the same articles, the “winner” will be the one who turned in Part I first or, in case of a tie, turned in the better subject description.

Part II is due on Tuesday, 10 December. Your review should be from three to five typewritten pages. Reviews will be literate and demonstrate the great knowledge of networking you've gained in this course. If time permits, we'll have *brief* presentations of the topics you've covered in the last week of class.